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Strong demand for Q3 inventory drives upgrades

TMT

Code

Positive trading update from Audioboom, one of the largest independent global
podcasting companies, results in a second forecast upgrade in short order. Management
reports a high volume of bookings since the Q3 advertising inventory was recently made
available. Average fill rates on Audioboom’s Top 50 shows are also exceeding 85%. As a
result, signed advertising bookings represented more than 95% of our existing revenue
forecasts ($37.5m) and management expects to significantly exceed these. We upgrade
FY21 and FY22 revenue forecasts by 10% to $41.4m and $49.8m respectively but the
FY21 forecast remains heavily underpinned (c. 85%). The increased revenue will enable
BOOM to invest in its operations and the Audioboom Originals Network to capitalise on
the growth opportunities. Hence the increase in adj. EBITDA forecasts is more modest.
Applying our previous FY21 EV/revenue multiple to the revised forecasts suggests a new
fair value of 935p/share (from 850p), equivalent to an FY22 EV/revenue of 4.0x.
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Forecast upgrades: Management reports high levels of new bookings on the Q3
advertising inventory for its Top 25 shows that was released from the start of April. As
noted in our recent note (here), management now holds back ad inventory for Q3 and Q4
for its Top 25 shows for release during the year (April and July, respectively) in order to
maximise advertising revenue – as the audiences grow, advertising rates increase. These
complement the October annual sales window. Strong advertising demand also resulted
in average fill rates of >85% across Audioboom’s Top 50 shows. Revised FY21 revenue
forecasts remain already heavily underpinned with the prospect of Q4 inventory sales to
follow. Audioboom will use the increased revenue to accelerate investment in its content
focused expansion plan and hence the more modest adj. EBITDA upgrades.
Content strength: April saw the successful launch of Dark Air with Terry Carnation in the
Audioboom Originals Network and >90% of its advertising inventory was sold before the
podcast premiered. Audioboom also retained its position as the fourth largest podcast
publisher by number of weekly users in Triton Digital’s most recent US Podcast Report
with 4m average weekly users and 11.9m average weekly downloads. True Crime remains
Audioboom’s key genre with Morbid: A True Crime Podcast, Casefile True Crime and True
Crime Obsessed all featuring in Triton Digital’s Top 50 shows.
Positive wider outlook: The outlook for the podcasting market remains buoyant with new
advertisers drawn to this highly engaged medium and growth in both audience and
content consumption numbers. We note the recent announcements from Facebook and
Apple about increasing their commitments to the medium and ongoing market
consolidation. Audioboom remains the only UK-listed pure play podcast company and is
capitalising on the global opportunity.
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Allenby Capital acts as Nomad & Broker to Audioboom Group plc (BOOM.L).
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